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KUPS general manager resigns

With tensions high, Leydelmeyer soon to leave, fires additional director
13 y to E
ngst ro
m
Assistant News Editor
Julie Leydelmeyer, general manager of KUPS, has resigned amid
rumors of malicious firings, taking
the co-alternative music director
Ace Blair with her. Leydelmeyer
denied that anyone forced her to
resign. As KUPS media director
Susan Tjardes phrased it, "It was a
personal decision thatJulie made."
Leydelmeyer took over the position of general manager early last
fall after an upheaval caused by the
former general manager (see The
Trail 9/17/92). She had to make do
with the staff she was left with and
although many feel she did an excellent job handling the shake-ups
of last year, in her own words, "It
started out bad."
Already a part-time university
student, Leydelmeyer was offered
a full-time job with security services over the summer and six
weeks into this semester realized
that managing all of her responsibilities was impossible.
Leydelmeyer decided that something had to go and that something
was KUPS. The station hadn't been
running smoothly and security was
a more promising and rewarding
job. There was really no contest

between the two jobs. "[At KUPS]
things started really going downhill last April," said Leydelmeyer.
Leydelmeyer resigned for personal and "political" reasons. Dave
Kaupferman, assistant manager
had resigned shortly before, essentially leaving her high and dry.
She felt her staff was uncooperative and some staff felt the same
about her. Before resigning,
Leydelmeyer fired Blair.
"Do I feel it was a spite move?
Yeah," he said and continued, "I
think that Julie realized that the
station wouldn't benefit long-term
from her employment?
Leydelmeyer agreed to stay until a new mamager is selected.
"The new GM has total power to
do whatever he or she wants,"
Leydelmeyer said. This will include deciding whether Blair gets
his job back.
Leydelmeyer pointed out that
even if students on campus are
indifferent towards KUPS, it is
nationally recognized. "In U.S.
News and World Report, it was
listed under 'What's Hot' at UPS."
Leydelmeyer continued to dedicate time to KUPS, yet some staff
members felt that she took matters
too much into her own hands.
"Her administrative capabilities

and tier attention to details will
help her in her position at security," said Tjardes, explaining how
several of the staff feel.
Still, others felt that Leydelmeyer's demanding attention to
details was her downfall.
"Since Julie came to the radio
station it became much more structured . . . She is so authoritarian
that when things didn't happen she
would get upset and it rubbed off
on the [KUPS] staff. . . she didn't
demand too much, but college students don't usually have the time,"
said disc jockey Mike Tierney.
"It was the sort of thing that Julie
wanted to dedicate time to and she
was upset when people weren't
able to," Tierney said.
"The whole thing was handled
poorly," said Leydelmeyer.
The senate apologized to
Leydelmeyer, but "people will believe what they want to," she said.
Bitter feelings intermingled with
sighs of relief extend all around.
"[Leydelmeyer] created a world of
tension," said KUPS mws director
Erin Halton, glad about the change.
When asked if she felt any resentment toward the situation,
Leydelmeyer replied, "I spent nine
months working 40 hours a week
only to have it ripped away."

s.

KUPS disc jockey Amanda De Lacy, like hundreds of DJ's before
her, puts in her hourly stint at the station.

Committees approve new
sexual harassment policy
y Rebecca Page

John Garre tt

News Editor

Anxiously awaiting 12:00, Puget Sound students lined up at the Information Center to buy studentdiscount tickets to Stone Temple Pilots performance on October 23 in the Fieldhouse. Three hours
later, 700 tickets had been sold. See article, page 10.

Senate explores idea of stipends
By A. Damon

to create stipends. Buzzwords like
"more accountability" and "more
qualified candidates" arose to help
Some members of ASUPS Sen- justify the stipends.
ate saw a good reason for creating
Not all senators were behind the
a stipend for senators when they move. Senate Chair Galvin
realized that the budget rollover Guerrero felt that a number of isfrom the 1992-93 year was in ex- sues made stipends, at least for
cess of $10,000. now, a bad idea.
In the past, senates have brought
"I don't think that Senate is at the
up the issue of stipends without level to justify stipends. Senate as
carrying the idea through. This a whole does not function to its
year's thrust to pay senators money fullest extent — not just senators,
arose when Lisa Mill told fellow but Senate's design," Guerrero
senators that the money was there said.

Guest Writer

"With Student Programs you do
it because you want to serve the
students, not because you want
the cash. Money in [Senate] would
distort senators' priorities,"
Guerrero said.
Vice President Chuck Edwards
also had concerns on the stipend
issue.
"There is money this year, but in
future years it would have to come
out of the operating budget." In
that case,"the money is not there."
Overall Edwards saw Senate sti-

see SENATOR page 3

"Sexual harassment consists of
unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual or nonsexual nature that is directed toward a person because of the person's sex,"
reads the 9/22/93 draft of the new
Puget Sound sexual harassment
policy.
Public release of the final-draft
policy is imminent. The draft has
been reviewed by the sexual harassment advisory committee, the
Student Life committee, the Professional Standards committee and
the Board of Trustees.
The next step is presentation to
the faculty on October 13, followed
by a public forum for any concerned members of the campus
community.
"We would like a policy in place
as soon as possible," said President Pierce, addressing trustees at
last weekend's retreat.
The current version of the policy
statement combines the three existing policies with a redrafted
sexual assault policy and a consensual relationship policy.
The draft addresses a variety of
issues, including complaint procedures, counseling and support resources, formal resolution procedures and sanctions.
The three appendices contain
definitions of quid pro quo harassment, hostile environment harassment, unwelcome conduct, hostile

or offensive environment, sexual
or nonsexual conduct and suggestions for informal resolution alternatives.
Faculty and students who have
reviewed the policy seem pleased
and supportive. "The policy is very
thorough and if an incident of
sexual harassment occurs again,
the policy will enable the victim to
be protected. It empowers victims.
It is a lot more clear," said ASUPS
President Jason Werts who was a
member of the president's advisory committee.
"This policy prohibits the sexual
harassment or assault of any member of the student body, faculty or
staff by any other member of the
student body, faculty or staff. This
policy also applies when the prohibited conduct occurs between a
member and a nonmember of the
campus community, such as an
off-campus vendor, independent
contractor, work-study employer,
internship supervisor, prospective
student or volunteer," reads the
policy scope section.
"The university may impose
sanctions if the prohibited conduct
occurt on university premises or in
connettion with a person's participation in a university-sponsored
organization, program or activity
or if the conduct poses a risk of
harm to any member of the campus
community, including but not limited to any of the harmful effects
encompassed by the definition of
sexual harassment."
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Nation celebrates coming out
By Allison Hoffman &
Lisa Lucero
Guest Writers
To celebrate National Coming
Out Day, Monday, October 11,
there will be a free-standing closet
in the SUB and a table full of
information regarding gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
rights, life and culture.
When a gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgendered person reveals their
sexual orientation, it is referred to
as "coming out of the closet."
Campus events for this day are
sponsored by Understanding
Sexuality. The group's organizers
feel the closet will have a great
visual impact and the table will be
an effective educational tool.
"From my perspective, since I've
had a friend come out to me, National Coming Out Day is a day
for me to remember and celebrate
... because it's a big thing in her
life and because her sharing it
with me affected our friendship,"
Meghan Nord said in reference to
the value of NCOD.

"Also, it's a reminder to people
that there are others in the closet
and those people who are out can
be a symbol of hope."
Nord shows how coming out is a
way to increase awareness and
sympathy toward gay issues.
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NCOD is important to everyone,
even heterosexuals.
"It's good for heterosexuals because it forces them to realize that
homosexuality is a bigger part of
their lives than they want to think
it is," said sophomore Linnea
Wolters.

"It's also important for gays,
lesbians and bisexuals because
it's one day we can feel good and
empowered about ourselves,"
Wolters said.
"The lesbian and gay population crosses all ethnic, racial, geographic and economic lines. We
are everywhere. National Coming Out Day is about demonstrating that fact. [The day] is a campaign about truth, power and liberation," said the NCOD national
office.
For organizers at Puget Sound,
this day will be a vehicle forbuilding awareness.
The Tacoma community is organizing several events to celebrate the day. The Tacoma Little
Theater is showing Diana Marre's
one-woman show about her experiences as a lesbian within her
family on Friday, October 8.
The South Sound Alliance, in
conjunction with Tacoma Community College, is organizing a
conference about "Affirming Our
Diversity: Coming Out To Each
Other" on October 9.
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HOTO POLL
Do you listen to KUPS?

"I faithfully tune
in for Listen Up,
the campus commentary segment
on Sundays at 9
p.m. Otherwise, I
don't know
what's on."
- Brenda Freeman

BSU criticizes lack of diversity
By Julie Green
ASUPS Reporter
Members of the Black Student
Union seek to abolish discrimination and to establish a more diverse
campus at Puget Sound.
"When I first came to campus, I
walked across it, all the white folks
looked at me like I was a gang
member or didn't belong," said
Kirby Leufroy, BSU President.
Adriane Jones then informed
Leufroy about BSU and he has
been a faithful member ever since.
BSU sponsors a black history
month in February each year.
Activities include poetry reading,
a black film festival and speakers.
Off-campus the members help
cal high school students with any
problems they have.
"We just want to be a positive
influence on their life and show
them something positive," said
Leufroy.
Membership increased this year
for BSU. There are 17 new members and meetings are open to anyone interested. Meetings are held
every Thursday at 6 pm in SUB
201.
"We want to show unity for other
black students who don't come to
meetings, that we are still interested in them. If they ever have to

face racism or discrimination they
can come to us for help, because
they are our brothers and sisters,"
said Leufroy.
BSU has received support from
many different aspects of campus,
including the administration,
ASUPS, professors, Chispa, APAC
and students.
"Jason Werts — that is a good
president. It is the first time in all
three years we feel we can trust
ASUPS," said Leufroy.
Also, Leufroy recalls students'
concerns about racism when
Anderson/Langdon experienced
hate crimes last year.
Leufroy still feels there is discrimination on campus and is working hard to create a more diverse
atmosphere.
"Just recently, Trail articles re-

ferred to us as a separatist group.
My fight isn't with who wrote it.
The blame is in this institute, University of Puget Sound, because it
has created an atmosphere where
students aren't able to learn about
black history or about the holocaust," Leufroy said.
He hopes to take his ideas to
President Pierce so she can make a
"conscientious effort to go out and
recruit more students of color on
campus." Leufroy feels President
Pierce has the power to achieve a
more diverse atmosphere.
"We want people to understand
that we need more of us here, we
deserve to be here. I want people to
stop looking at our black students
who came here on quotas, especially where the University is 80%
white," said Leufroy.

FALL 1993 ELECTION RESULTS
At-large Senator

Residence Hall Senator

Jenny Meyers 347
Kevin Price 286

Jeremy Korst 73

Chad Thompson 133
Ken Lyons 4

Greek Senator

Katie Hurst 169

Travis Escame 71
Freshman Class Senator
Irene Watts 60

CRIMES ON CAMPUS

"What's KUPS?"
-Mike Yamada & Tom Harrison

"No, it's too
much like KUGS
at Western. They
don't seem to
appeal to the
students."
-Randy Zalubil

"Off and on. I
would listen
more if they
would just publicize the format."
-Nat Whitman

29 September through 6 October 1993
30 September, 1:45 p .m.

A Student reported the theft of his bicycle seat and post. The bicycle
was locked outside the Library when the theft occurred.

2 October, 3:31 a.m.

Two students sleeping in the lounge of a Union Ave. residence were
awakened to the sound of breaking glass. They observed a suspect run from
the basement window well and discovered the window broken.

2 October, 10:20 p.m.

Security discovered a large pile of garbage dumped illegally in the
Fieldhouse parking lot.

5 October, 8:13 p.m.

Security contacted an individual in the Library after several students
called to report he was acting suspiciously. The individual was not a student
and was asked not to return to University property.

6 October, 9:40 p.m.

A Student reported the theft of her bicycle from a storage room in a
residence hall. The bicycle was not secured at the time of the theft.

Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director Security Services
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"No, our radio knob is broken."
-Janice Lwin & Wendy Weise
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Masked men and women seen on campus
DBy Andrea Minister
Staff Writer
"Who are those masked people
who cavort with sword in hand
about the Karlen Quadrangle?:"
they are the Puget Sound Fencing
Club.
"We practice in a conspicuous
spot so that anyone who sees us
can come fence for a few minutes," said senior Ken Lyons, club
president.
"We arc always looking for new
members," Lyons said.
The club meetings are on Tuesday and Thursday from noon to 3
p.m. and consist of warm ups, fencing drills and practice matches,
called bouts. Members come and
go during these hours as their
schedules allow.
The fencing club has been active
since the end of 1991-92 year.

"I came to UPS understanding
there was an active Fencing Club,
but it had been inactive for two
years when I got here," said Lyons.
The club hopes to send eight
members to a tournament in Fort
Lewis in January. This will be the
first time the club has competed
since Lyons revived it.
Most of the club's 35 members
fence with sabres; a few also use
foils. All members wear protective
masks when dueling.
Lyons said that a beginner can
learn the sport quickly. "It's just
like c hess," he said. "You can learn
the basics in ten minutes, but to
master the skills it takes years."
The club focuses on fun as well
as sport. Occasionally, club members will fence in the Florentine
style, with one sword in each hand,
or play capture the flag with a
fencing twist.

CORRECTIONS
Due to an error at the printers. the pictures of
Betsey flails and Steve Stone were switched in our
Photo Poll. The Trail regrets the mix-up and has decided
to jumble all future Photo Polls and have people guess
who is who — kinda like a game, neat huh?
Concerning our article on Health Services, the hours
of the clinic are 8-5 with the first appointment at 8:30
and the last at q:00. The clinic would like you to know
that patients are seen by appointment and it is not a
walk-in service, though acute emergency patients do
have priority. The Trail feels better now.

"We've also been known to fence
until 3 a.m.," said Lyons.
To win a bout, a fencer must
touch his opponent five times with
one of three weapons: sabre, epee
and foil.
The sabre style of fencing allows
touches to be made anywhere
above the waist. Contact between
any part of the body and the weapon
counts as a touch in epee fencing.
Touches in foil fencing arc limited
to the torso area
"I'd like to dispel the notion that
it is just two people with swords
trying to prove their bravado," said
Lyons. "Fencing requires quite a
bit of physical and mental ability;
it's really a tactical game," he
said.
Lyons is assisted in leading the
club by Vice President Dan
Richardson and Foil Captain
Darrell Jung.

Fencing club members practice on the lawn behind Jones Hall
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons. The masks and vests are safety
precautions.
The majority of senators chose
not to put stipends on the ballot,
according to Senator Sean
Grindley. Grindley said he wanted
to see more pros and cons.
"If we were going to do this, we
were going to do it right. We
couldn't come up with a system of
accountability and we didn't want
to propose it to students unprepared." Because stipends became
an issue in such a short period of
time "we hadn't done our homework enough to put it through,"
said Grindley.
SenatorJim Davis disagreed with
the ideabecause"we were tightening the belt a notch last spring.

SENATOR from page 1
pends as a good way to hold senators accountable, but at the same
time an expensive one.
Originally Senator Tom Barman
was a supporter of senatestipends.
"Stipends came up because there
was money in the account for stipends. This would be a good time
to start."
Following a heated Formal Senate on September 16, the idea of
stipends fell silent
It is suggested that Senate stipends were axed only because the
issue would have to be brought
out in public on the ballot.

There are better places for AS UPS
money to be spent."
Senator Barman seemed to
voice the consensus of senators
after looking at the stipend issue
a little closer.
"The change in my mind was
that this money was a one time
thing, not a reoccurring amount.
We would have to cut into other
peoples' budgets" to cover future
stipends, said Barman.
The only alternative that has
been suggested by Senate is offering a bonus to "best senator" at
the end of each term, but no particular senator is following up the
suggestion.

They're like
typical college roommates.
Really, really cheap.
Right now, you can get a great price on an Apple' printer for your
Macintosh!' So you'll be able to print sharp, professional-looking papers
right there in your room — without having to wait around at the com-

puter lab. You can even get special financing with the Apple Computer
Loan: See your Apple Campus Reseller today. And discover the agr
power more college students prefer. The power to be your best 1111„

For more information contact
the Bookstore • 756-3606
*Above prices include tax
'4mLJJen gualemq srudrnb, ar partInpanyw atilbarcedipple iarnpu, Remilen clad Apple , Comp

fru All rofty resermI Apple, rbeK iugo, Laartf+Iter

WeTheer and 7br insw. to be pow best are meutered trademarks GOT* (AVIA" MC'
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Cross Country
runs well at
Sundodger Invite
DBy Noah Megowan
Staff Writer

Sophomore Eric Cook runs through Seattle's Lincoln Park during the Sundodger Invitational.

Helpless offense leads to
third straight loss for UPS
By Jon Wolfer
Assistant Sports Editor
It was one of those days.
The Puget Sound football team
couldn't get anything going on
offense last Saturday against Eastern Oregon State College and lost

41-19.
"It was basically a lack of 11
guys on offense being able to
execute anything together," said
head coach Ross Hjelseth.
The Loggers finished the game
with negative rushing yardage.
Running back Aaron McCoy,
coming off consecutive 100-yard

rushing games, was held to -15
yards.
The Mountaineers, however,
racked up yardage at will. Eastern quarterback Dave Koffine had
318 total yards passing on the
afternoon.

see FOOTBALL page 6

This weekend's Sundodger Invitational was the Loggers' first
encounter with cross country
teams from the NCAA.
Runners from the University of
Washington, Arkansas, Missouri,
Cornell and the University of
Oregon congregated at Seattle's
Lincoln Park in a meet that featured open as well as invitationonly races.
Puget Sound fielded men's and
women's teams for all but the
open men's race.
Without a complete team in the
Men's Open 8K, Ahman Dirks,
Kirby Leufroy and Brad Yule did
their best as individuals. Ahman,
running from behind, worked his
way up through the pack to finish
in a respectable 21st with a time
of 27:44.
In the Women's Invitational 5K
Emily Kellman came through the
first mile in 5:40, only a few
meters behind the leaders from
Oregon. Wanda Howlett and
Danita Erickson-Parkhurst were
the next Puget Sound runners,
finishing seven seconds behind
Kellman.
"Emily, Wanda and Danita
could run in the top five of any
team in the NCAA, except Ar-

kansas," said coach Sam Ring.
The end of the women's race
was unsuspenseful as Oregon
standout Milena Glusac ran home
to a victory in 17:00. Kellman
finished less than a minute behind in 17:55.
The Men's Invitational 8K was
a showcase for Washington's
Simon Baines, a transfer from

"Emily, Wanda and
Danita could run in
the top five of any
team in the NCAA,
except Arkansas."
—Sam Ring
Oxford. His performance was
amazing as he clipped off five
sub-5:00 miles despite the hills.
For the Loggers, Eric Cook
raced well finishing not far behind Jon Westerman. The pair led
the Loggers to a solid team score,
beating rival Simon Fraser.
Josh Montgomery unfortunately took a spill as a result of an
injured hip and was forced to drop

see X-COUNTRY page 6

Soccer drops two to Clan
By Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
Both Puget Sound soccer
teams played at Simon Fraser
twice last weekend against
against the Clan, but both times
the Loggers lost both times.
The men lost, 5-1 on Saturday.
Jason Alexander scored the goal
from a Derik Mills assist.
Alexander dribbled around the

keeper to cut the lead to 3-1,
After losing to the Clan, the
Loggers are 0-1 in District 1
play. To make the playoffs, they
must beat Western Washington and Seattle University.
They play Western this weekend in Bellingham.
The women lost, 2-0, on Sunday. The Lady Loggers played
in Corvallis, Oregon, Wednesday night. Scores were unavailable at press time.

The unparalleled atmosphere of the White Sox
There are very few people that I enjoy
talking baseball with more than Rita.
Not only is she a die-hard White Sox fan

A Double
into the
Gap
Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
— a bigger fan than even I — but her
approach to the game is quite different than
any I have ever come across.
Rita doesn't live for appearances. She
doesn't marvel at the beauty of a curveball
or the eloquence of a double play. She
could care less what the players look like
and she doesn't argue with umpire calls.
Basically, Rita doesn't go to ballparks to
watch, she goes to ballparks to soak in the
atmosphere.
Rita is blind.

"I go to feel the park," she said. "I take a
radio and I listen to the game. I love the
atmosphere. I love to smell the food and the
pop. I love the taste of hot dogs and
Comiskey has good brats. I like everything
I've ever eaten there, well, except for the
egg rolls."
She has been blind all of her life, so she
has never seen a baseball, a mit or a bat, but
she understands more about baseball than
most fans will ever know.
Rita understands the essence of the game.
She understands the power that makes baseball such an important part of many lives.
What some people consider to be only a
game, Rita treats as her religion.
"Comiskey Park is my church," said Rita,
who has been a White Sox fan since she
was seven. "I've been a White Sox fan
forever. Since I was a little kid back in the
'59 days I've gone to White Sox Park all
the time.
"It's real for me."
Earlier in the season, when the White Sox
heartlessly axed Carlton Fisk, she announced at a board meeting that it was a sad
day in her life. Friends from Chicago and
across the country called with their condolences, but it did little good. Carlton Fisk,
her idol, was done with baseball.

That is how I got to know her. The moment I heard that there was a Sox fan near,
I was in her office talking ball.

"Comiskey Park is my
church. I've been a White
Sox fan forever. Since I
was a little kid back in
the '59 days I've gone to
White Sox Park all the
time. It's real for me."

Before too long Rita plans to visit
Cooperstown to experience the Baseball
Hall of Fame, but she refuses to go before
Carlton Fisk is inducted.
Until she left Chicago last year, she had
a season pass for weekend games and a
parking pass for the people who drove her
to the games. When she left Chicago, she
made sure to go to an area that had an

American League team, just so she could
watch her White Sox at least six times a
season.
"It was a definite consideration," Rita
said. "I at least had to be in the area (of an
AL city). I almost moved to San Diego, but
it was a little bit too far from Anaheim."
With the Sox down by two games in the
American League Championship Series,
she and I have served as support for each
other. We both have faith that the White
Sox will pull it out.
When they do, Rita already has friends
vying for World Series tickets. She refuses
to reveal how much she is willing to spend
to be in Comiskey Park for a World Series
game, but she admits that the monetary
ceiling she has set is an "extraordinary
figure."
She has never seen Frank Thomas connect with a line-drive home run and she
cannot comprehend the true power of a
Jack McDowell fastball. She will never see
Lance Johnson roam centerfield and she
has never seen Ozzie Guillen scoop up a
grounder at short.
But her love for the White Sox is unparalleled.
When they win the World Series there
will be no one happier.
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
0By Jon Wolfer
Assistant Sports Editor

Becky Brennard

This week's Dande Trophy
Company Athlete of the Week
is punter Todd Cooley.
On Saturday against Eastern Oregon State, the Logger
co-captain had six punts for
280 yards, a 46.7 average.
Cooley, a senior captain
from Mt. Vernon, was an
NAIA All-American in 1992.
He leads the nation in punting again this season with a
44.3 yard average.

Todd Cooley

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE
WEEK
OBy Jon Wolfer
Assistant Sports Editor
Rodney
Linebacker
Emmons was named this
week's Flakey Jake's football player of the week.
Emmons, a senior from
Orting, led the Loggers in
tackles against Eastern Oregon.
The Logger co-captain is a
four year starter and
letterman. He is recognized
by his teammates as one of
the team's leaders.
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Volleyball smashes
St. Martin's College,
record to 21-1
ClBy Brandon J. Cornejo
Staff Writer

team with nine
digs.
Heather
Tucci had seven.
Wendy Weise and
Mino McLean had
four each.
The key to this
game may have
been the play on the
net. The Loggers
had eight blocks to
the Saints' three.
Ahead for the
Loggers is a critical tournament at
Western Oregon
State.
The Loggers
faced Western Oregon on the way to
Nationals last season. There will be
many other top
teams at the tournament as well.

The Women's Volleyball
team continued their domination of the district Tuesday night
as they shut down St.. Martin's
College in three straight games
15-6, 15-10 and 15-9.
The Loggers upped their
record to 21-1 overall and their
NAIA District 1 record to 4-0.
Hurt by the injury to senior
Nancy Volkel,PugetSound was
able to utilize their depth to
dominate the Saints.
Heidi Moritz led the Loggers
with nine kills. She was followed close behind by Andrea
Egans, who added seven.
The Loggers managed five
aces. Janice Lwin had two of
them and added 22 assists to
pace the Loggers.
Defensively, Egans led the

U9SUer 1 el113
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Janice Lwin served two of the Loggers five aces against
Simon Fraser. The sophomore also had 22 assists.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Women's Soccer—
Friday, 4 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. George Fox College
Sunday, 3:30 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Western Washington University
Wednesday, 4 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Pacific Lutheran University
Football—
Saturday, 1:30 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Western Oregon State College

Rodney Emmons

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

Find all your espresso favorites at...
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Register to
Win NOW!
Come by the ArtCarved Display
to fill out your entry form.
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new place to lounse, study and escape- from campus

Fresh Pastries and Desserts, Soups, etc.

new Granita -

a frozen espresso treat

3 block from The

No purchase necessary Need not be present to rise

Engine house

Just a few blocks from school
2002 6th Ave 572-4309
Hours:

A Brand New Geo Metro Convertible
or $20,000 in U.S. Savings Bonds
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FOOTBALL from page 4
Eastern came down the field
with the opening kickoff and
scored on a 29-yard touchdown
pass from Huffine to Tod
Haneberg. Puget Sound fumbled

"The combination
of a good opponent, 14 penalties
and five turnovers
makes for a long
afternoon."
— Ross Hjelseth

away its first possession in its
own territory, leading to another
Mountie touchdown.
Turnovers and miscues plagued
the Loggers all afternoon in La
Grande, Oregon. Puget Sound had
four fumbles and lost three, in
addition to giving up two interceptions.
"The combination of a good
opponent, 14 penalties and five
turnovers makes for a long afternoon," said Hjelseth.
To illustrate how rough things
were for Puget Sound, here is a
description of three consecutive
plays in the second quarter:
On their fourth possession,
the Loggers gave the ball up on
downs.
On the next play, Eastern
scored on a 64-yard touchdown
pass from Huffine to Roger Berger
to make the score 27-0.
Then after the kickoff return, Logger quarterback Chris

Schlecht fumbled for a second
time, setting up another Mountie
touchdown.
La Grande was not a fun trip for
the Loggers.
The only bright spots for the
Loggers were on special teams.
Punter Todd Cooley had several
chances and he punted well to
fmish with a 46.7 yards per kick
average.
The first two touchdowns for
Puget Sound came on punt returns. Mark Acohido returned a
third quarter punt 60 yards for a
touchdown.
Then Chris Allen had his scoring turn at the end of the next
Mountie possession, returning the
punt for 67 yards and cutting the
score to 41-13.
It was the first time in
Columbia Football Associa-

"We'll have our
hands full against
Western, but we're
looking forward to
Saturday."
—Ross Hjelseth

"That was the best performance
by a special teams that I had ever
seen," said Hjelseth.
The Loggers' sole offensive
touchdown came late in the fourth
quarter on an 11-yard touchdown
pass from Schlecht to Matt
Guyette.
Puget Sound will try to avoid
going 0-4 this weekend when they
host Western Oregon State College. The Wolves visit Tacoma
with momentum from a41-9 victory over Simon Fraser last Saturday.
"We'll have our hands full
against Western, but we're looking forward to Saturday," said
Hjelseth.
At the game this weekend, the
Puget Sound Athletic Department
will express its appreciation to
students on Student Appreciation
Day this Saturday. Kickoff is at
1:30 p.m. at Baker Stadium.
Area merchants have donated
hundreds of dollars of merchandise and food, and the athletic
department is pitching in
sweatshirts and other prizes to be
given away during halftime.
Students are encouraged to attend, as the only way to win is to
be there. Students will be given
numbered tickets as they enter
the stadium. The winning numbers will be drawn at halftime.
Admission to the game is free
for Puget Sound students with
validated ID's.

lion history that
the
two players from the same team
returned punts for touchdowns.
Earl Fitzpatrick blocked a third
quarter punt for the Loggers. Unfortunately, the next play resulted
in another interception.

❑My Darin Padur
Sports Copy Editor

On October 6th, perhaps that
greatest player to handle a basketball, walked away from the game
in the miedle of his prime.
Michael Jordan dominated the
National Basketball Association,
during his playing days and established himself as the premier
athlete in professional sports. Jordan single handedly transformed
the NBA from a struggling league,
into the high profile popular event
that it is today.
Jordan, 30, had an enormous
nine year career in the NBA. The
6-6, 200 pound marketing dream,
not only dominated basketball as
a game, but through his commercial appeal created Nike from the
shoe manufacturer into the dominate athletic apparel giant that it is
today. Jordan became the benchmark for describing how a player
could play the game.
The perennial scoring leader,
has been the middle of a media
circus throughout his playing
days, but recently rumors of his
gambling habits have made him a
bigger ;wry off the court. Significant injuries have hampered Jordan the last two seasons, who
faces an upcoming surgery on his
toes. Jordan also cited the recent
murder of his father, as a significant factor that lead to his decision to end his career.

After he threw out the first
pitch in the first game of the
Chicago-Toronto American
League Championship game,
rumors circulated throughout
Comiskey Park of Jordan's potential retirement announcement
the next day. At 8 a.m. PDT, the
world's most popular athlete
walked away from the court.
The NBA will be without its
greatest player, just a few days
before training camp is scheduled to open. Certainly the league
will have to find new role players to fill the popularity vacuum,
but it will be a long time before
someone of Jordan's caliber will
ever play again.

X-COUNTRY from
page 4
out of the race. Roger Bialous,
Tim Leary, Greg Fox and
Mike McManamna rounded
out the men's team, which all
finished under 28 minutes.
After Sundodger, the Puget
Sound men are 10-1 against
all other NAIA opponents, a
record bettered only by the
undefeated women's team.
The Loggers will race in
Tacoma at FL Steilacoom in
the Pacific Lutheran Invitational on Saturday.

Oktoberfest Beer Tasting
Oct. 7th 5-6:30 pm
*Six Octoberfest Beers
*Bratwurst & Cabbage*
*True Imperial Pint Glasses*

Open
Line
The weekly campus
newsletter Open Line
is now being distributed
to students.
Pick up a copy each
Friday in the SUB,
Jones, the Library and
other campus locations.

Jordan walks away
from NBA

NW Microbrew Headquarters
30 BEERS ON TAP

Restaurant/Pub
272-3435
611 North Pine
Close to Campus1/2 block off Sixth Ave
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DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS

UPS
SPECIAL:

$1.00
OFF

$1.00 Off
Any Imperial Pint
of Draft
Pop or Beer!
(20 oz.)

Expires: Oct. 31, 1993

One coupon per person/visit
DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS

Open 11 am to 2am Every Day
Completely NonSmoking Must be 21-ID Required
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Stone Temple Pilots set course for campus
Five minutes before the 24 hours
was up, Wright's agent called and
said he was almost 100% sure that
Wright would want to come. However, the next morning the agent
called again and said that he spoke
with Wright, and that they weren't
able to accept it.
That morning, Pritchard and
Edwards sat down to try to figure
out an offer for STP that would be
By Maija Blaufuss
profitable for both parties. They
A&E Assistant
sent in the offer and waited, and
Did I hear right? Ycs, fellow waited, and waited, for STP's agent
Puget Sound students, the Stone to call. That evening after waiting
Temple Pilots are actually coming all day with no call, Pritchard went
to our little campus on Saturday, home, disappointed.
But wait, the story isn't over yet!
October 23, 1993. Stone Temple
Pilots (or STP as they're affection- He forgot something! He had to
ately called by fans) will begin return to his office, and it was at
playing at 8 p.m. in the Memorial that time, exactly 7:05 p.m., that
Fieldhouse as part of the Home- STP's agent called and said that,
coming Weekend entertainment. YES, they would except the offer!
ASUPS Concerts has put out a UPS would finally be put up on
that high pedmajor effort to orthey
estal
ganize this.
have been
The question
. . and it was at
longing
that was running
that time, exactly
for...The Unithrough my mind
versity of
and possibly
7:05 p.m., that
Puget Sound
yours too was,
STP's agent called
could now be
"How in the hell
a hip school.
did our school get
and said that, YES,
Imagine that.
STP to come
hate
here?" The anthey would accept
booking
swer is the many
the offer."
shows. But
hours put out by
when I have a
ASUPS Concerts '
and the ASUPS itself. Two main show booked, that's when I'm on
people involved in the booking of the jazz." said Pritchard after thinkSTP were Andrew Pritchard of ing about the crazy process of getASUPS Concerts and Chuck ting a hold of STP.
Edwards, v ice president of AS UPS.
Pritchard also commented that
They wanted something that would Edwards has been a major asset in
appeal to as many students as pos- getting the band, and "super-supsible.
portive." Edwards also compleASUPS first looked at Stephen mented Pritchard, saying, "Andrew
Wright, a well-known comedian has really worked his tail off. He
as their entertainment for Homehas been wanting to do something
coming Weekend. They were ini- like this for two years."
tially trying to avoid a comedian
This is the first time in quite a
because they had a comedian last while that UPS has put on a show
year. But they felt Stephen Wright of this caliber. This show will be a
could pull in a crowd of 4,000, so major production for two reasons.
they made an offer. Stephen Wright One is that STP is a major name in
had 24 hours to accept this offer.
the current music industry. (facts
During these 24 hours, STP's here)
booking agent, John Branigan,
The other reason ':.at this will be
called Andrew Pritchard and asked a major production is that this is
if ASUPS wanted to make an offer STP's only U.S. stop on their curto book STP. Unfortunately, they rent tour of Canada, Japan and
had to turn STP down until they Europe. They wanted to play somegot an answer from Stephen Wright where in the Northwest, and
for the sake of business etiquette.
ASUPS was there at the right time.

ASUPS lands
deal of the
century for the
students.

"

STONE TEMPLE PILOTS ARE COMING!!
Andrew stressed a few points
about the vast responsibilities involved with a production this large.
"This is a political project as
well. There are a lot of hoops to go
through to be able to do this kind of
production again. An important
part of the planning will be working with the administration,
ASUPS, campus security, the plant
department and other organizations
to make sure everyone is happy. I
really want to make sure that
everybody's wishes, wants and
needs are taken care of so we can
have future shows."
With a production of this size,
the cooperation of the student body

is also essential. If students want
more shows to come, they need to
buy tickets and respect the way the
concert will be run by ASUPS.
"If this show does well, we will
be able to do another major show
this year. If that one flys, we'll be
able to do another one, etc. I'm
capable of doing 4 major shows a
year," stated Pritchard in response
to student participation.
Students, show support for
ASUPS. Give ideas for concerts to
your senators, volunteer your time
and buy tickets to see STP! If you
weren't able to buy a ticket through
the Information Center on Wednesday for the student rate of $13, you

can still buy one through
TicketMaster on Friday, October
8th for $15 each. Hurry, because
they are only selling 2,500 tickets
to the general public and everyone
believes it will be a sold-out show.
Excited yet? Andrew Pritchard says
it best:
"It makes my nipples hard."

Explore body shapes and new experiences at Kittredge
By Stephanie Schleicher
A&E Editor

Visitors ponder the significance of Dan Webb's artwork.

Put some culture and self-expression into your life; go see Self
invention, the exhibition currently
showing at the Kittredge Gallery.
It's definitely not your parent's
art. Steffani Frideres and Dan
Webb's works constitute this small
but spunky exhibition involving
the exploration of body shapes and
new experiences.
Steffani Frideres deals mainly
with photographs of nude women
overlaid with the additional mediums of embroidery, beadwork,
cloth, plexiglass and something
called Liquid Light.
"I am exploring how people are
devalued as a result of not fitting
into society's ideal size, shape or
weight," Steffani Frideres explains.
She uses different body types and
exerpts that seem to come out of
vapid fashion magazines to illustrate her ideas.
Her collection definitely pro-

yokes some thought on the manipulative pressure society puts on
people's views of themselves, particularly women.
On a lighter side, Dan Webb adds
a sense of humor to the exhibition
with his collection of mainly
wooden art pieces. He has a whole
series of detailed, Pinocchio-esque
sculptures that make you want to
laugh, and, at the same time, ponder seriously on the possible implications of the work.
"The viewer . . . will hopefully

WIIAT:

sense the great amount of time and
concentration that went into the
creation of these pieces, and notice
how a single piece, however obsessively crafted, becomes small
in the face of the relentless progression of new experiences."
Dan Webb engages the viewer
with the painstaking craftmanship
of his sculptures.
So stop what you are doing, take
a study break and go enjoy what
Kittredge has to offer.

SE' f INVENTION

WIIERE: KITTREdqE GARER), UNIVERSITY

Of PUgET SOUNd

WI-1EN:

ThRough 0c -robin 24, 1993

GARERy HOURS:

10 AM - 4 PM, MoNdAy ThRough FRidAy
1 PM - 4 PM, SuNdAy

Guest Writer
Shopping is always a nice thing
to do. Especially when you have
money. But even if you were scraping the boUom of that Pork N'
Beans can for your dinner last night,
shopping is something that lets
you—shall I be so bold?—find a
dream.
So you're depressed. Brenda
Walsh quit school. Your father
recently killed thirty postal workers. The Stone Temple Pilots are
playing a concert for homecoming. What do you do? Kill yourself and whoever else is in the
room? Vandalize buildings? Make
fun of collegiate groups in a public
forum? NO. You go shopping.
You go shopping where the dreams
are all under five dollars. You go
out to the thrift stores. No matter
how low you're feeling, the sight
of that purple velour mushroom
and daisy jacket lounging on the
rack is going to make you smile,
and the price tag with all the numbers after the decimal point is
going to make you backflip right
past that senseless violence and
into a theraputic wonderland.
The way I see it, there are essentially three different types of vintage/thrift store shoppers: the desperate, the moderate and the hard
core. The desperate shopper always seems to be wearing those
kind-of-cool pants that you had no
problem passing up on the rack.
I'm not certain whether they lack
taste or imagination. Perhaps they

have brainwashed themselves into
thinking that if they bought it at a
thrift store it must be cool. Dig
deeper, shouts Ms. Moderate, into
those strategically hidden boxes
marked $5 and under. Leave nothing plaid untouched, try on that
seductive evening gown you once
saw Jul ie wear on 'The Love Boat,"
even if it looks three million sizes
too small. The fine line between
the moderate and the hard core is
that Queen Hardcore will buy the
skin tight dress, wear it to a matinee movie even though her voluptuous breasts were not intended for
this dress made for stick figure
girl, and will look absolutely stunning.
The hard core shopper can pull
this off because she is, well, hard
core. All the more power to her;
we can say ballsy, but can we say...
uterus inclined? The point of this
whole experience is that you could
end up looking like any one from
Jean Harlow to Courtney Love,
but if you do it just right, the end
result will be a style that is all your
own. Could Cindy Crawford have
said it better?
A thrift store is a quest waiting to
happen, an endless Odyssean sea
that stretches before your depressed
eyes and cries 'Come in! I am you
Scylla and Charybdis, your Hades,
your name etched in stone! Come
in, come in, and find your destiny!'
And almost all of them are in walking distance.
First Stop: The Salvation Army
(6th Ave) The sign in the window
read "Fresh Stock Daily," and, as

• An in-depth look at the good,
" the bad, and the pretty damn ugly

if that wasn't incentive enough to
go on in, there was an ever so
alluring He-Man Halloween costume perched perfectly on display,
patiently waiting for its ideal future owner. Once inside, the mood
was set with Patrick Swayze moaning and groaning (and singing a
little bit too, I think) on the easy
listening station playing storewide.
The first thing you should notice here are the lamps; lamps are
always the first thing a good thrift
store shopper should notice. There
was a wide variety of some pretty
killer looking green (and other
unmemorable colored) lamps ranging in price from $3- $16.
The lamps are immersed in a
large maze of couches and easy
chairs, and, although the couches
are made of all the essential tacky
fabrics and patterns, the high prices
can easily offend any critical shopper. It should also be noted that
somewhere in that nap time haven
there dwells a sign requesting the
following: please do not sit on furniture.
On to the next section... Looking
at rows of truly ugly shoes made
for people with Chinese foot binding sized feet, I blinked twice when
I spotted my first score of the day.
Not only did they have purple
wheels, purple laces and the bold
slogan (in purple) "Rink Master"
written on the sides, but these roller
skates, priced at an arguably reasonable $5, were my size. When I
stood up to admire my new height,
I felt my jeans tug at my hips and
decided to solve this problem once

ALENDAR OF EVENTS

and for all. I skated across the store
and eagerly began thumbing
through belt racks, only to be left
inspecting tons of belts made for
the fashionable mall ratty hairspray
Queen who at some point gave up
John Taylor for Jon Bon Jovi; they

were funny enough to look at that
I was never disappointed (with the
belts, I mean). I was fairly impressed with the selection of slick
$2 cords, but it required far too

see THRIFT page 12
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Tacoma thrift stores
CIBy Jamie Hankin
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October 8th through the 15th

❑Compiled by Maija Blaufuss
A & E Assistant

FRIDAY
Alabama Serenade will be presented in Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS) at 8 p.m. "an
operatic, musical dramatic comedy" told through American musical styles from neoromantic ism to gospel. Tickets are $6 general, $4 students/seniors. Call 756-3419 for more
information.
American Griot: A Jazz Autobiography, starring Idris Ackamoor. Presented by ASUPS
Cultural Events, the production will be at 8 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Ackamoor uses
theatre, tap dance and humor to examine the contemporary jazz musician's life. Tickets are
available at the information center, $4 with student ID, $10 general admission. Call Wayne
at x3719 for more information.
Tony Bird will be playing at the Antique Sandwich Co. "Hearing Bird for the first time
is an experience si mi liar in shock value to initial impact of Bob Dylan.." (Toronto Sun). The
show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in advance for $8. Call 752-4069
for ticket reservations and information.
Urban Bushmen and Iximche will be playing at the Dance For Justice at 7:30 p.m. The
show will benefit the Teen Shelter;donations will be taken at the door. The concert is located
at the Seattle Vineyard at 4142 Brooklyn Ave. N.E. in Seattle.
A Really Big Shoe by Diana Marre will be playing at the Tacoma Little Theatre. Shows
are at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $12; funds will benefit South Sound Alliance. The Tacoma
Little Theatre is located on 210 North I St. Call Mark at x4011 for tickets and more
information.

SATURDAY
Touch of Evil by Orson Welles will be playing at the Tacoma Little Theatre at 7 p.m.
The film is sponsored by the Tacoma Film Society and The Tacoma Art Museum. Call the
Tacoma Art Museum at 272-4258 for more information.
Adrienne Weller and Su Docehal will present an eyewitness account and slide show
called Women in East Europe Say NO to Sexism & Capitalism. The presentation begins
at 8 p.m. at the IBEW Hall, located at 3049 S. 36th Si The door donation is $2. There will
be an Eastern European Buffet at 6:30 p.m. The buffet donation is $8 (sliding scale for low
income). For more information, call 759-3988.

WEDNESDAY
The University Jazz Band will be playing in the Great Hall at 8 p.m. The show is directed
y Syd Potter and presented by the School of Music. Performance is free of charge.
Report from South Africa will be presented by Nancy Palmer of the Sister City
ommunity Project. This open forum will discuss current prospects for and obstacles to
hange in South Africa. This forum will be at noon in Library 134. Please no food or drinks.
all Mike at x3720 for more information.

THURSDAY
Judith Kay, acting dean of students, will discuss Exploring Your Options at UPS over
dessert. This discussion is open to all Freshmen, and will be held at 6 p.m. at Langlow
House. Sign up at the Information Center, space is limited. Call Melissa at x1371 for more
information.

FRIDAY
The University Wind Ensemble will be playing at Kilworth Chapel (UPS) at 8 p.m. The
show is conducted by Robert Musser and presented by the University of Puget Sound
School of Music. The concert features guest flute soloist Karla Flygare. The performance
is free of charge.
Righteous Mothers and The Therapy Sisters will be playing at the Antique Sandwich
Co. The Righteous Mothers have been a local favorite for a number of years, and the
Therapy Sisters have been tabled as playing a kind of "Nouveau/Urban/Psycho/Swing/
Folk." The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in advance for $8.
Call 752-4069 for ticket reservations and information.

Discount Movie Guide

CAMPUS FILMS is playing Howard's
End at 7 and 9:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and at 6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sunday. The movie
will show in McIntyre 003 (UPS). The cost is $1
SUNDAY
with student ID, $2 without.
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS- The followAlabama Serenade at 2 p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall. See above for more information. ing are playing this weekend: Rookie of the
Year, Hocus Pocus, W hat's Love got to do with
MONDAY
it?, So I Married an Axe Murderer, Robin
History Forum-- Joseph C. Miller, a Commonwealth Professor of History at the Hood-Men in Tights, and Meteor Man. Call
University of Virginia will be speaking on Sugar, Slaves and History. Presentation begins 565-6100 for movie times and lengths. All shows,
at 3 p.m. in the S helm idine Room of the Library (UPS). Refreshments will be served.
all times, are $1. Tacoma West Cinemas is
located on 1802 S. Mildred St.
TUESDAY
AMC--The following are playing this weekASPUS Showcase presents The Trench coats, a male a capella group. Show starts at noon end: Program, The Good Fun, Striking Disin the Rotunda (UPS). The concert is free.
tance, Undercover Blues, and The Secret Gar$2 Acoustic Night at the Victory Club. Sean and Steve and a guitar sit-in will be the den. Call 565-7000 for movie times and lengths.
evening's entertainment. The Victory Club is located at 2803 6th Ave. Show starts at 9:30 All evening shows are $3.50 for students with
p.m. and is 21 & over. Call 572-8706 for more information.
ID. AMC is located at 2208 Mildred St.

RIALTO THEATRE--The Barkada
Syndrome is showing this weekend. On
Friday, show starts at 8 p.m., on Saturday
at 2 and 8 p.m. and on Sunday at 2 p.m. On
Friday, October 15, the Rialto will be
showing The Sound of Music at 7 p.m.
The cost for each show is $5. The Rialto
Theatre is located at 310 South 9th St.
Call 591-5894 for more information.

Coming soon frogs Campus Films
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American Griot jazzes up Kilworth Chapel
JBy Michele Whitehead
Guest Writer
Play-goers will be treated to a
vibrant mix of jazz and cultural
history when American Griot: A
Jazz Autobiography comes to UPS
on October 8th.
Produced by Cultural Odyssey, a
San Francisco based interdisciplinary performance company,
American Griot will be performed
at 8:00 p.m. in the Kilworth Chapel.
General admission tickets will be
available for $10 or $4 with a UPS
I.D. card.
Viewers should be prepared for a

THRIFT from page 11
much patience and hope to plow
through every article of clothing.
Besides, there was a whole avenue
waiting to be skated down.
Noteworthy qualities: lots of leisure suits and 8-track players.
Tacoma Thrift Center (6th
Ave.)
The mother of all lamps guarded
the door to this store, and its decadent gold medieval style has the
power to lure in any passerby. If
Elvis was a lamp, he would look
like this. Inside, a rack of Halloween costumes consisting of a tomato, a bear and a generic black
skeleton t-shirt created a plesantly
festive environment.
Standing amidst shelves of
wooden, orange salt and pepper
shakers and crocheted yarn tissue
box covers, my companion keenly
eyed the gem of this knick knack
conglomeration; a dope hide-away
box with a map of Florida on it. I
realized there is nowhere to go to
escape the inundating impact of
marijuana. Clinton may not have
figured out how to inhale, but Cypress Hill sang on Saturday Night
Live, Pauley Shore gets paid to be
a stoner, Martha toked George,
and hell, Bail Simpson just bought
his first bong. For $2, it truly was
a great place to stash your stash,
but we caringly left it in its place to
be purchased later by a most fortunate shopper.
The fun wasn't dying down any,
though, because when I turned
around I saw a red super heroesque mask that you could look
through and see rainbows everywhere. For 50 cents, I got this acid
conducive mask that I would loan
to my friend when she watches
Geraldo; she seems less opinionated lately and has so much more
spare time to watch t.v. and eavesdrop on neighboring domestic violence. What a funny store.
Oh yeah, there are some clothes
here, but they should not be the
sole intent of your visit. Come on,
buy that purse that will make
Grandma's look chic.

wailing saxophone, tap dancing,
jazz improvisations, stories and
characterizations that combine to
trace the history of jazz from African percussion to blues and bebop
and into its present form. American Griot at the same time portrays
the struggles, tragedies and triumphs of African Americans as
seen through the eyes of jazz musicians.
Actor and musician Idris
Ackamoor plays "Shoehorn Sims,"
the eternal jazz man who begins
the play as a traditional African
griot (shaman), then undergoes a
series of transformations. The

show also presents a variety of jazz
personas, mostly fictional, but with
a little bit of autobiography thrown
in.
Ackamoor is himself an acclaimed multi-instrumentalist, actor, composer, director, tap dancer
and Co-Artistic Director of Cultural Odyssey. American Grim
has been praised by such critics as
the San Francisco Chronicle, which
stated that "...Ackamoor vibrantly
takes us through an important slice
of African American music and
social history."

visit numero uno:
My friend: this place is absolutely great. We enter.
Lady working there: We close at
four. Please leave.
The time on my watch: 3:54
visit numero dos:
Monday, October 4
New sign in the window: Starting October 4, Y's Buys will be
closed on Mondays.
The driving tourGoodwill (38th St.) a.k.a. Thrift
store ecstasy
Let's talk about the glory of
excess and how this Goodwill store
is about as jam-packed as they
come. Who remembers the agony
of winters spent in Moon boots?
Here, they have millions. In fact,
they have illions and illions of just
about anything imaginable. It gets
better; everything here is undeniably cheap. It' slike a dream where
you find yourself up to your neck
in fluff (you hope), except here it's
anonymous bowling trophies,
polyester, lumberjack flannels,
sleeping bags with ducks on the
inside and three foot tall
lampshades that make your world
go round. I love this place. The
broken big fat easychairs cost the
same as the unbroken ones ($3),
and each couch is better (and
cheaper) than the next. CD's are
$5, and my lucky friend was sold a
pair of speakers marked at $6.99
each fora total of $6.99. "Let there
be songs to fill the air;" I swear I
heard the sweet, soulful voice of
Diana Ross somewhere in the distant distance of this immensly immense store. I love this place.
Does it get better than this? Open

7 days a week. M-F 10am-9pm;
Sat 10am-8pm; Sun 1 lam-6pm.
General Thrift store Hints:
Thrifty Literature: go to a used
book store, go to a comic book
store, but please do not deeply depress yourself by leafing through
books in these stores. Memorable
book titles: Prom Trouble, Texas

Trivia Donahue: My Own Story,
How to Sew Curtains.
Thrift Store Art: pictures that
hang from the walls of such establishments are mobile home-ish in
style. Pictures of vegetables or
owls are not an uncommon sight,
and although I saw some velvet
wall hangings, there just was not
enough velvet. Is there ever enough
velvet?

Come watch Idris Ackamoor wail on his saxophone during his
bewitching jazz concert American Griot, on Friday, October 8th.

The Pi a Cellar

hours: 1:00 1141Aidnight
1
Delivery/ to all campus buildings
including greek houses.

Y's Buys (6th Ave.)-

IGREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club.
Plus get $1,000 for yourself
and a free T-shirt just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ex.75

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.
The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

RESEARCH
INFORMATION STEVEN KLEIN
Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

800-351-0222
Or, rush $2.00 to Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A. Los Angeles, CA 90025

LSAT(and GRE)CO.

Next LSAT classes beim October 2, 5, 6, & 7.
Next GRE class 5'gins October I R.
Than le is not drawn to scale unless otnerwise r

delivery hours: 6:00

PM 11:30 PM
-

(pizza only)

$1.00 off

Located in the
basement of
the SUB

a Large Pizza
L
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Staff Editorial

Time for some uncommon sense
T

wo people meet, fall in love,
and pledge to spend the rest of
their lives together. They head to
the Justice of the Peace only to be
turned away because they are told
it is illegal for a same-sex couple to
get married in their state.
Right now, there is a movement
in Hawaii to appeal the recent legalization of homosexual marriages. If groups such as Common
Sense Now succeed in these efforts, the equal union between two
people in love (as well as innumerable financial advantages such as
joint accounts, insurance policies,
etc.) will once again be impossible
for homosexual Hawaiian citizens.
Why should it be illegal? Because others arc willing to believe
that people like that have up to
one-hundred and twenty six partners a year. They believe what
they hear about how people like
that would come flocking to their
state if same-sex marriages were
legal, and that people like that
would try to corrupt the youth by
covertly promoting homosexuality amongst teenagers. Such people
believe the things they read that
tell them that people like that engage in behaviors that lead to incest, bestiality, child molestation
and necrophilia. People like that
are trying to change an institution
that has always been between a
husband and wife.
Let's get real for a moment.

We're talking about fear. Xenophobia is the fear of anything foreign or different. You can find it
throughout the sentences two paragraphs above. The most saddening
part is that arguments like the ones
above actually have to be refuted
before most people see through
them. We'll start from the top.
One hundred and twenty-six partners? Show me any person who
has been with that many people.
No? Then, don't believe it until
you've met one.
They'd flock to our state if it

...being a homosexual
in the 90's is not
exactly a glamour
role.
were legal. Who's to say they
wouldn't just come for a weekend,
get married, and go home? God
forbid any state should set a precedent for equal rights that others
might follow. That kind of reasoning is right out of the Civil War.
Next point. "I was going to talk
to this class about AIDS, but really
I'm here to tell you how wonderful
it is being gay in a homophobic
world. You know, when I was
growing up and everybody called
me a fag, and I was contemplating
suicide, I wouldn't have traded
being a homosexual for the world."

Right, and there's Beavis and
Butthead in the back row getting
converted, thinking, "Yeah dude,
homosexuality is cool. Huh huh."
Enough said.
Homosexuality leads to incest,
bestiality, child molestation, and
necrophilia. Sure. The only sound
sociological or psychological experiments that have identified any
such causal relationship is the link
between homosexuality and xenophobia. Don't believe any of it
until you see the data
And yes, there is a movement to
change the long-standing perception of marriage as an institution
between a man and a woman. However, until a few years ago, this
revered and immutable institution
had been for centuries reserved
for a man and his wife. Possessive
form. Ownership, dominance, patriarchy, et cetera. Fortunately, it
was largely discontinued by people
with a little common sense.
Returning to the argument that
homosexuality is a personal decision, we'd like to point out an
obvious detail: that being a homosexual in the 90's is not exactly a
glamour role. It's not about choice,
it's about orientation. If it weren't
impolite, we'd recommend you ask
a member of the gay community if
they didn't spend years wishing
that they were straight like 'everyone else.' But that would require
that you actually get to know one.

- If you were
uestion
of the Week:
QQuest

❑By Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist

X

ast week the results of a poll
were released regarding the increase in crime over the last year,
thanks in large part to substantial
increases in rapes and aggravated
assaults. This disturbing information is particularly timely since
Congress and the country continue
to debate how to reduce the
unproportionately high amount of
sex and violence displayed on television.
The viewing public is upset. Or
so they say, despite the fact that
television viewing has not declined. Congress has acted by asking the television stations to regulate the amount of sex and violence they air.
Members of Congress probably
don't care how much or how little
sex and violence filters through
television sets. Since it is now
popular to bash the broadcasting
stations for airing such moral debauchery, they have joined the
bandwagon. Stations have now
been warned that if they do not
clean up their act, Congress is going to ignore the First Amendment
to do it for them. Afraid of government interference and regulation,
the stations are now claiming that
they will air disclaimers before
shows which have large amounts
of sex or violence.
I neither like nor dislike the violence portrayed on television. I
barely watch television. But I do
not like the idea of Congress interfering and telling stations what
they can or cannot air. There are
two reasons why Congress should
not bother with this issue.
One is the First Amendment.
Governmental bodies have no right
to interfere with people's right to
speech and expression. Second,
with all of the turmoil in this nation (health care, deficit reduction
and the economy) Congress should
not waste valuable time debating
w hether or not to protect the American viewers from television.
If Congress shouldn't protect the
viewers, who are at the whims of
their television sets every night,

who should? The viewers, that's
who.
After all, the viewers are the ones
watching all the crap about which
they complain. They are the ones
paying the owners, presidents and
executives of the stations. It seems
as though the viewers harken back
to the first sins of Adam and Eve;
they just can't resist the temptation
of watching sex and violence. Or
maybe all the whining viewers just
watch PBS.
At any rate, the viewers have the
power to regulate television by refusing to watch the shows about
which they so vehemently complain. Then there is the argument
about both men and women working while their children lie prey to
the evil, sadistic television set. No
one is home to regulate these viewing habits.
I won't argue that too much violence witnessed by children is unhealthy, but there is an easy solu-

The viewers harken
back to the first sins
of Adam and Eve;
they just can't resist
the temptation of
watching sex and
violence.
tion to this dilemma, which will
not require government interference. If people would stop buying
television sets and VCRs and get
rid of their c urrent ones, they would
not have to worry about their
children's minds being corrupted
by the evil powers of those awful
television shows.
Once companies like RCA and
Magnavox see their sales plummet, they will begin to do a little
regulating of their own. The produccrs of televisions could force
stations to change their behavior
easier than either viewers or Congress. If you want to change the
type of broadcasting on television,
don't appeal to its moral side. Hit it
in its pocketbook. Even though
television claims to be an art form,
it is still driven by the capitalistic
dollar.
Yes, this would mean that people
would no longer be able to watch
television, but this would be a positive thing. People spend far too
much of their lives wasting time in
front of a television set and ignoring the real world around them.
Get rid of your televisions before
you start complaining about what
is on the air.

written up in Crimes
Campus, what would it be for?

"For mutilating slugs. I'd
burn, kill, stone, salt, and
run over them."

"For stealing the hearts of too
many university women."

"For public drinking."

—Nicole Slocum

"For ing to break
into the ieldhouse after
hours to workout."

—Jeremy Korst & Ryan Clemmer

—Alison Gubser

—Hope Alexander
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Greek critique generates controversy
ie following four letters to the
T
editor address last week's article

involved; however, most individuals that participate in this system
have enough confidence in themselves to not take stereotypes personally. Ironically, a few non-affiliates who take great pride in
distancing themselves from stereotypes are often eager to perpetuate the most bitter stereotypes
themselves (for more research on
this topic please see the study carrels and men's bathroom stalls of
the library). There are plenty of
stereotypes regarding the private
university student like myself; the

entitled "Greeks: the system under
fire."
To the editor:

I

was disappointed with the previous edition of Crossfire because,
although the headline read "Greeks:
the system under fire," I found the
article was actually a personal attack on the behavior of approximately eight hundred individuals
who are Greek. There is nothing
regarding of the system of Rush,
housing organization, IFC, or
Panhellenic policy. I think in most
cases Greek affiliates will be the
first to find faults with the system
which, like any large organization,
has difficulty trying to meet the
needs of everyone involved.
I realize that the real goal of that
article was to lambaste the behavior of Greek individuals, particularly as they may act during Rush.
I applaud the authors for this effort
because it takes guts to publicly
insult that many fellow students.
In this respect, the article was well
thought-out since the use of personal examples makes the defense
of Greeks difficult. I cannot illustrate to the reader that our system
is one of the strongest and most
well-respected in the nation because our group behavior was convincingly portrayed as petty and
immature; nor can I appeal to the
reader to look at individuals within
the system because Kelly illustrates the behavior of some men
who perpetuate an ugly image as
well. In addition, any positive reinforcement of Greeks is considered "propaganda." All I can do is
ask the reader to examine the system as a whole, the houses independently, and individuals within
each house before passing judgment
I will not deny that some individuals and houses may engage in
acts that seem disagreeable, especially when put in the satirical context of our editorialists. As a member of the Greek system, I am willing to take the heat for this in the
realization that many stereotypes
are earned. However, everyone
who enters a house knows there
are exaggerated generalizations

I cannot illustrate to
the reader that our
system is one of the
strongest and most
well-respected in the
nation because our
group behavior was
convincingly portrayed as petty and
immature...
—John Rogelstad
addition of Greek stereotypes are
hardly worth fretting over. Therefore, Kelly and Leslie, in spite of
the bleak picture it paints for campus unity, I condone your condemnation. I am only sorry you feel
that way. My learning experiences
and personal friendships that developed in the Greek system are
worth all the mudslinging you can
handle.
John Rogelstad
Dear Leslie:

A

h, yes. I wondered where
this editorial was. I mean, here it is
already October and there hasn't
been any Greek bashing in The
Trail yet this year. Until now. Finally, it feels like fall.
To be honest, I do not know why,
after years of both Greeks and Independents living together, the two
sides still cannot get along. Maybe
it's the tunnels under Greek Row.

Maybe it's some kind of invisible
line drawn down the middle of
Union Avenue. Or maybe it's general lack of respect and an inability
for people to honor the decisions
that other people make. Individuals will make choices for themselves, not for anyone else. As
such, the same decision is not made
by someone else, that person does
not have the right to place value
judgements on the decision. It's
just a choice—nothing more.
First, I feel the need to clarify a
few things. I do not own puffy
paint. I do not own a teddy bear, or
use scrunchies. Debbie Gibson annoys the hell out of me, almost as
much as the incessant singing that
is a part of Rush. I do not consider
myself, nor the other women of my
fraternity, part of a "herd of sweatshirt clad beauties." I am a member of an internationally recognized organization that sets goals
in academia, philanthropy, and the
development of leadership in
women.
It's frustrating that you, having
made the decision to remain Independent, cannot respect my decision to join the Greek system. I
understand your right to be an Independent, write for The Trail, and
live your life as you choose. Perhaps you could realize that there
are those of us who find more in
our organizations than puffy paints.
Perhaps you could realize that I
have the right to live without petty
attacks and sweeping generalizations about whom you assume I
am. Just as I respect you, please
respect me. It is frustrating to be
told by someone who doesn't know
me who I am, who makes assumptions about me because of the letters I wear. I know it may be difficult to fathom, but I am my own
person. I am a member of my chapter, but it is not my identity.
Maybe, when you are ready to
know me for me, you and I can get
together, break some Debbie
Gibson records and talk. Not Independent to Greek, but Barney-hater
to Barney-hater. See, we do have a
few things in common. Want a
scrunchie?

1

hank you Leslie and Kelly for
your evocative article on the Greek
system. While reading this article,
I found myself incensed to the point
of actually finishing your article. I
have a sneaking suspicion that
many other Greeks here on cam-

I challenge Greeks
to examine their
organizations and
see why they seem
to promote such
stereotypes.

/ was very disappointed with
Leslie Murray's September 30
piece, "Greeks: the system under
fire." Murray's willingness to categorize all sorority women in a
negative way powerfully demonstrates that one of the most dangerous things about intolerance is that
it is usually blind. Murray's use of
"they" to prejudge over 500 individuals, merely because of their
participation in a sorority, makes
clear that her article is far from a
reasonable, responsible piece of
journalism; the article is more a
diatribe of absurd stereotypes and
thoughtless commentary.
Murray's lack of responsibility
as a student journalist is matched
only by her lack of purpose. There
is no productive insight here;
Murray seems content to simply
hurl as many asinine stereotypes
as possible about sororities. Rather
than reason through an argument
or offer some meaningful suggestions, Murray thinks it best to perch
"on top of Smith Hall come Rush
time with a high caliber weapon of
some sort" Her only other proposed solutions are to "bring back
the guillotine" and to "put them on
an island and give them all the
floral prints and stuffed animals
they desire."
I challenge Murray to meet and
talk with all the women who belong to sororities here and retain
her belief that each of them is worthy of only execution or exile.
Apparently Murray is unwilling to
meet Greek women, since she can
only "picture the atrocities these
women are responsible for upon
see MacKINNON page 15
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To the editor:

pus might also be affected in a
negative manner after reading,
"Greeks: the system under fire."
So you may want to run for life or
seek help from the CIA's witness
protection program or some such
other way of saving your skin.
I want to address those Greeks
who read your article and feel angry at the stereotypical notions presented therein. Ask yourself why
you feel this anger. Is it because
you know your house is different
from Leslie and Kelly's portrait?
Is it because they wrote a truthful
article and you just don't liked to
be picked on? Hopefully the former
is the reason for your anger.
The stereotypes presented by
Leslie and Kelly are very prevalent as seen in the movies, television, and various other forms of
media (like The Trail). I challenge
Greeks to examine their organizations and see why they seem to
promote such stereotypes. Is the
nature of the Greek organizations
to use puffy paint., find innovative
ways to smoke pot and drink beer?
Must of us Greeks would say no.
Greek organizations are founded
on deeper principles that are often
abstract and intangible. The task
for members of a Greek house is
to, in some way, make these qualities tangible and obvious to those
skeptical Independents.
A brother of mine once told me
that a Greek house is like a fire.
People, such as Independents, see
the fire from a distance and they

...

•••

only see the flames. They see, as
Leslie and Kelly demonstrate, only
the superficial. Inside, beneath the
flames, are the coals, upon which
our houses are founded. Ideas such
as brotherhood, sisterhood and
friendship. So, if you Greeks are
angry at what Leslie and Kelly
have written, ask yourselves if they
are simply misreading what they
see from a distance, or are the
principles behind our actions inspiring those observations?
Kevin Vaughan-Brubaker

-Kevin Vaughan-Brubaker

Holly Bosch,
member of the Greek system
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Respect diversity in all forms
I was really shocked by an article
that ran in last week's Trail,
"Greeks: the system under fire."If
we claim to be non-racist, nonbigoted, multi-culture-loving, and
all-around liberal, then maybe the
first thing we should do is stop
attacking the one group of people
on this campus that is different
from us. The Greeks don't go out
and write stories about how the
Independents are a bunch of potsmoking, leg-hair-loving, poetry
majors. You know why they don't?

...it's not right to ask
people to embrace
"understanding and
multi-culturalism"
when...we ourselves
are lumping people
into groups and making misguided generalizations.

Letters to the Editor
Students condemn
Zone

criticized
for
H.O.N.K.Y.
satire
To the editor:
/question the corner your Cornbat Zone satire originates from.
You might think "Honky" is a very
clever term and you arc just having
a little fun, so why get upset? For
your information, I am quite upset.
If calling white people "Honky"
is your version of funny, then I
wonder if your balls arc big enough
to write a satirical article about the
Black Student Union changing
their title to N.I.G.G.E.R? I seriously doubt it.
Your attitude typifies an arrogance so commonly found today
in a media that finds it acceptable
to belittle white people and their
achievements while refusing to
scrutinize "people of color" and
their subsequent behavior in the
same fashion. Apparently, if Caucasian people "have no color" then
we are fair game for any gutless
commentator writing for a high
school rag.

To the editor:
We write in response to Karen
Harkins' article, "University needs
to endorse legislation for physically handicapped students." We
agree that more handicapped students on campus would better the
diversity which this campus so
desperately needs. We also agree
that the University currently possesses few ways for handicapped
students to go into most buildings.
However, an incredibly important perspective was left out of the
article — that of the administration.
If Harkins had asked the University what it plans to do about the
recently passed ADA, she could
have included that information in
her article.
The University plans to "endorse
legislation for physically handicapped students," as the title and
body of Harkins' article
inaccuratley states. In fact, several
actions have already been made,

66

according to John Hickey, Director of Business Services. A wheelchair lift was added in Howarth so
that a wheelchair-confined student
could attend a rat lab as a psychology major. Phibbs Hall, the SUB
and Thompson Hall are all currently wheelchair accessible. In addition, the University plans to make
numerous renovations this summer. Jones Hall, the Music Building and the Fieldhouse will have
elevators, as well as improved facilities.
The obvious undeserved slant
against the University resulted
from the omission of vital information. After talking with Harkins,

listenin' homeys struts by me. I
wonder why God allows them to
live?" What if they attacked the
Black Student Union, or L.G.B.U.,
as "a limp-wristed troupe of queers
swaggered by me. I wonder why
God allows them to live?" What if
they had written that? Would anybody have told me to ignore it, to
write it off as satire? I hope not.
If we really want a more accepting and understanding society then
we'd better be careful who we
make jokes about, because it's not
right to ask people to embrace
"understanding and multiculturalism" when, at the same
time, we ourselves are lumping
people into groups and making
misguided generalizations.
There are many people that don't
care about others and would rather
not work to make the world a place
that embraces and encourages social, racial and cultural differences.

)<
misleading" opinion
she said she hoped to get a reaction
from students by intentionally excluding the University's side of
the story. News is not, or rather not
supposed to be, lies and partial
truths to get a rise out of readers. It
is understandable to write articles
about truly negative things the University has done, but this is not one

Bad research is one
thing, but purposely
leaving out information is far worse.

LI FE 14
TO BREAk UP
WITH MC.

of them. If The Trail wants readers
to believe the stories, perhaps writers like Harkins should try writing
the truth. Bad research is one thing,
but purposely leaving out information is far worse.
Julia Stearns and Ned Brown

Ed. note: As a point of clarification, the article in question, "University needs to endorse legislation for physically handicapped
students" was not part of the news
section; however, The Trail apologizes for any misinformation. The
intent of the article was not to
deceive our readers.
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These people will always exist and
we must learn to deal with them.
There will always be people who
truly believe in their cause and
uphold the principles of their beliefs in every situation. Remember, we can't carry the banner of
social freedom and attack the
Greeks, or anybody, at the same
time.
In this day and age there are very
few groups that we can attack freely
with misconceived stereotypes:
men, whites, English professors,
and Greeks. But I think it's a shame
to claim a love for multiculturalism and social variety
when, at the same time, we are
attacking the Greeks for their differences. Awareness and sensitivity are the key to social change,
that includes a sensitivity for the
groups that have secret handshakes
and mugs covered with puffy
paints.
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_Cast week's article is just one
manifestation of a greater problem in America, so though I dwell
on the issue of Greeks, I hope
people realize this applies to anybody or any group.

can get away with it. Some might
just say forget about it; many say
I'm over reacting, it was just a
joke. But how would Leslie and
Kelly look if they wrote, "I walk
down the ivy-covered walkways
of our fair school, as a posse of rap-
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Don't
give
up
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Staff Writer

Because they are not so narrowminded as to think that just because someone decided not to go
Greek, they can be lumped together
with every other Independent.
I don't want to attack Leslie A.
Murray and Kelly Kenney as individuals, but I think that what they
wrote last week is a perfect example of when somebody is joking
and another person is offended.
When someone tells a Polish-joke,
they mean it as a joke; they probably don't even know anybody
that's Polish, they're just joking.
But to a Polish person it can be
very offensive. The same thing
applies to African-Americans, homosexuals, and Greeks.
Leslie Murray and Kelly Kenney
write, "a herd of sweatshirt-clad
beauties giggle past me. I wonder
why God allows them to live." I
think it's really cheap for people to
attack the Greeks just because they

6.,

❑By Noah Megowan

Let us know what
you really think.
Just drop a letter to
the Editor in campus
mail or bring it down
to our office.

Lyle Kepler

MacKINNON from page 14
graduation;" she cannot or will not
attempt to speak from any position
of knowledge or relevance. As far
as atrocities go, sororities attempt
to promote feminism. In my sorority I learned to be a leader, both
amongst women and in the community at-large. We discuss many
meaningful women's issues, not
just"how to fight date rape." (Upon
reading Murray's article, one
would think it an atrocity itself to
educate women about the issue of
date rape.) Such efforts seem far
less heinous than Murray's murder threats.

If Murray and I were both found
wearing UPS sweatshirts tomorrow, I doubt very much that she
would submit to being lumped together as a carbon copy of me
simply because we were wearing
the same letters on our sweatshirts.
As the former president of a sorority and a believer in the uniqueness
of every individual, I would ask
that Murray show the same respect
for all women on this campus, regardless of the groups to which
they hold membership.
Liz MacKinnon, Gamma Phi
Beta
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University reduces costs, increases student fitness
Financial Aid Office makes athletic scholarships contingent on construction work
❑By Bo Nosaki
Staff Infection
Last Monday, Unversity officials held a groundbreaking ceremony for the new fitness center
and received help from dozens of
eager and not-so-eager athletes.
"Our feelings on the subject are
that if the students really want this
fitness center, they ought to be
willing to work for it," said Ted
Freeman, head of the UPS 's Developing the University Department (DUD).
"We got together with Financial Aid Office and found a loophole in the contracts for athletic
scholarships," Freeman said. "To
make a long story short, we found
a way to, how shall we say, solicit
help from students who are receiving financial aid in the form
of an athletic scholarship."
Two weeks ago, over one hundred UPS athletes were notified
that if they did not arrive for their
scheduled labor assignments, that
they would lose their scholarships.
The official notice pointed out
the physical benefits of putting

50-60 hours a week into the construction of the new center.
"Think of it as a form of workstudy. Mostly work," it read.
Some feel that the approach is
fair. "It gives us something to do
besides play racquetball until we
have a real gym to work out in,"
varsity swimmer Ann N. Sephalous
said. "Excuse tine I have to return to
hauling large limestone blocks
now."
Other students felt that the move
was reminscent of a Phibbs-like
approach to ph ysc ial education. In
fact, one dirt-covered worker who
spoke on condition of anonymity
warned of 'athletic cleansing.'
Freeman feels such suggestions
are bunk. "Hey, it's the students
who are always complaining about
the rising cost of this and that.
Here's a solution that will save the
University thousands of dollars,
and all they can do is complain.
When asked why the bluesprints
specified that an ornate golden sarcophagus engraved with a bow tie
was to be buried deep below the
new center, Freeman declined comment.

Members of the Logger football team were put to work on the new fitness center Monday, using plows
converted from Stairmasters.

The wondrous magic of

The Combat Zone Guide to SUB food

This week: La Tete de Mouton
Apres Midi (Afternoon Sheep Head)
skin

HollusiONS

We invite you to enjoy the high-tech wonder of this computergenerated Hollusion O. A Hollusion is recent variation on the traditional
hologramatic image, and is made up of thousands of tiny dots. If you hold
this picture up to your nose and let your eyes unfocus, you can actually
visualize Tacoma. If you can't see it at first, keep trying! Everybody else
is. You're bound to get the picture sooner or later.
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OBy Hans Wiilffer
Staff Epicurean
This lunchtime delicacy is offered Tuesdays in the SUB. A thick, juicy slab of mutton is topped with a
light vinaigrette sauce, but not so much that it should overpower the flavor of the nasal septum. The tongue
is infused with an effervescent layer of imported curry powder, making for a coy contrast with the
esophagus, yet without being ostentatious. In most instances, this room-temperature dish is served without
the brain stem and spinal cord, though adventurous epicureans will tell you it closely approximates squid.
A parsley sprig is inserted between the pituitary gland and the optic chiasm, to call attention to the zesty
flair of this much sought-after gland. Watch out! The cerebellum flambe can be curiously potent to the
uninitiated, and leave one a little tipsy. Traditionally, the chef's expertise is celebrated at the end of the meal
by blowing through the trachea and eliciting one final bleat from this magnificent mammal.

Pro/Con: Fall vs.summer
weather
PRO: Roommates wear socks
again
PRO: Free hour of sleep
PRO: Beavis and Butthead impressions on the wane
PRO: Campus golf-induced
head injuries greatly reduced
PRO: Blue ringers in season
PRO: No more daisy duke cutoffs

CON: Going to class no longer
optional
CON: Campus clean-up harder
for Honor Code violators
CON: Hip-waders required for
crossing campus lawns
CON: Harder to avoid running
over roller-bladers
CON: No more daisy duke cutoffs

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity without satirical intent is strictly
coincidental.

